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Introducttion
The 2013 Economic Scciences Nobel Memorial Prize
P
was awaarded to three finance scholars, Eugene
Fama, Larrs Peter Hanssen and Roberrt Schiller forr their work onn asset-pricess in financial markets. For most
investors, ascertaining proper asset prices
p
is paraamount to achhieving targeteed returns. T
The four decaddes
m these three economists paved
p
the wayy for modern finance and innvestor attituudes.
long contrributions from
But what makes the 20
013 Nobel award most interesting is thatt work of the latter two lauureates, Schilller
and Hanseen, who subsccribe to irratio
onal investor behavior2, coould not be m
more incompattible with Fam
ma
3
who is an advocate of the
t efficient market
m
hypoth
hesis . The N
Nobel awards tto these two ddiametrically
t
suggeest that in thiss field of mod
dern economiic theory, the jury is still ouut.
opposite theories
We denotte the above because
b
as vallue investors, we do not suupport the effi
ficient market hypothesis – we
subscribe to the inefficcient market id
dea – that inv
vestors are no t always ratioonal and valuees in the markkets
e
to an
nother investo
or’s benefit. T
This is the basis in pursuinng active
can be miispriced and exploited
investmen
nt managemen
nt. Furthermo
ore, we at Ham
mlin aim to appply high levvels of incomee (internal
liquidity) to compound
d the mis-pricings to maxim
mum benefit. In this paper we explore thhe rolling 3-yyear
and 5-yeaar risk and retu
urn composite portfolio co
ombinations oof our two Haamlin strategiees, high dividdend
equities an
nd high yield
d tax-exempt bonds,
b
relativ
ve to general m
market indicees. We aim to show that
Hamlin’s high income active manag
gement style achieved
a
an eenhanced riskk-adjusted retuurn profile veersus
compositee portfolios off passive strattegies. Our reesults in generral support thhe inefficient market thesiss.

und
Backgrou
In constru
ucting a portfo
olio, investorss choose betw
ween asset claasses, individuual assets, and asset allocaation
to meet th
heir return and
d risk preferen
nces. Given a desired leveel of return, thhe rational invvestor allocatees
assets to minimize
m
risk
k. This intuitio
on was formaalized in Harryy Markowitz’’s seminal 1952 paper
“Portfolio
o Selection” as
a a constraineed optimizatio
on problem (ffor which he later won thee Nobel Memoorial
Prize). Heere, the investtor considers combinationss of assets in pportfolios thaat have the low
west possiblee
variance (volatility)
(
forr a given leveel of expected
d return -- gettting the least risk for returrn, or the most
‘bang for your buck.’ The
T portfolioss’ returns and
d variance are calculated onn a weighted basis accordiing to
asset alloccation. From this set of porrtfolios know
wn as the ‘Minnimum Variannce Frontier’ (MVF), the
investor can
c maximize his or her rissk-adjusted reeturns in the fo
form of the offt-used Sharpee Ratio. The
1
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Investors can be irration
nal and cause asset
a
bubbles to
o form. Mispriced investmennts can be foundd and exploitedd.
3
Market prrices reflect alll known inform
mation. This theory led to thee development of passive or inndex investingg.

Sharpe Ratio measures return per unit risk, calculated as excess return over a risk-free rate such as a Tbill, divided by the investment’s standard deviation.
Investors embraced Markowitz’s Modern Portfolio Theory (MPT) and MVF, extending and refining his
original work to the point of deterministic investing. But after the dot-com bubble followed by the
housing bubble left many investors in ruins, serious doubt on the validity of MPT emerged. We at Hamlin
are not advocating MPT or that past asset-performance as a presage of future asset-performance, we do
think that Markowitz’s MPT, specifically the MVF, provides a useful analytical framework to evaluate
Hamlin’s investment return performance relative to other benchmarks.
In this article, we discuss the construction of Hamlin Capital’s own MVF using our 2002 thru 2012
composite returns with different weightings of portfolio combinations of bonds and equities. This frontier
and the Sharpe Ratio associated with each portfolio along it can then be compared to portfolio composites
in varying proportion weightings of the Barclays Municipal Index and the S&P 500; as well as portfolio
composites of the Barclays Municipal Index and the Russell 2000. We will then use the MPT framework
(by analogy) to understand the power behind Hamlin’s high-income oriented active investment
philosophy.

Methodology
To build Hamlin’s MVF, we first compiled data on the firm’s historical composite performance based on
rolling 3-year and 5-year quarterly returns, annualized4. Given Hamlin’s long-term income-oriented
approach and recommended time horizon for investors, the data for rolling one-year and two-years were
too noisy; moreover, longer than 5 years would be too few data points. Under the realistic assumption of
5% in cash reserves, we calculated the allocation between bonds and equities necessary to determine the
expected return5. From these weights, in conjunction with observed asset variance and covariance, we
were able to calculate the portfolio variance and standard deviation (proxies for risk) associated with each
asset allocation weightings between bond and stocks6. After annualizing the numbers, we graphed the
desired relationship between portfolio return and standard deviation – the MVF. This process was then
repeated for market portfolios allocated between the Barclays Muni and Russell 2000 index composite;
and the Barclays Muni and S&P 500 index composite to generate the following results:

For years, annualizing a multi-year return % follows the usual formula 100((1 + .01 ) − 1). Annualizing a
multi-year standard deviation
follows the formula /√ .
5
For those who enjoy math, this was done as follows. Let , denote the fraction of Hamlin’s portfolio devoted
to bonds and equities respectively. Thus,
,
,
denote the
+
= .95. Similarly, let
,
expected portfolio returns, average bond returns, average equity returns, and average cash returns respectively
(return on cash was conservatively measured by the FF rate). We thus want for a given expected portfolio
+
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=
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(the weighted average return should equal the portfolio
return
return). Since
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were all statistically inferred, a solution to the above 2x2 system of equations
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Graphs baseed on HCM Quaarterly data betweeen 12/31/02 and 6/30/12. Note:: The MVF for tthe Barclays andd S&P 500 compposite
is downward
d sloping in the 5-year graph beccause the Barclaays Muni had booth higher return and lower risk.

Discussion
As identiffied, the startiing and endin
ng points of eaach MVF corr
rrespond to coomplete conceentration in one
asset classs (this corresp
ponds to 95%
% for the Hamlin MVF giveen 5% cash reeserves). Eachh interior poinnt

along the MVF corresp
ponds to a varrying weighteed allocation. The upward sloping naturre in almost aall of
the MVFss demonstratees the trade-offf between rissk and return. The slight boow inwards --- an MVF’s
concavity
y – exhibits th
he benefits of asset class div
versification7 .
A few, qu
uick observatiions can be made.
m
First, Haamlin’s compposite portfoliio percentage returns is greeater
than the tw
wo market po
ortfolios at every level of portfolio
p
risk. Second, the sslope of the H
Hamlin compoosite
8
portfolio is
i steeper than
n the other tw
wo market porrtfolios . As thhe allocation to stocks is inncreased in thhe
Hamlin co
omposite porttfolio, the inccremental unitt of return is ggreater per unnit level of rissk compared tto the
market po
ortfolios. In otther words, Hamlin’s
H
histo
orical return ddata show an increasing rissk premium fo
for
risk seekin
ng investors. These resultss are confirmeed by both thee rolling 3-yeear and 5-yearr data.
Perhaps another
a
repressentation of th
he strength in Hamlin’s retu
turns can be fo
found in the S
Sharpe Ratio.
Using the 1 year T-billl (rolling and annualized) as
a the risk-freee rate, we callculated the S
Sharpe Ratios for
9
each assett weighted alllocation along
g the MVF . Graphing
G
agaainst the standdard deviationn of the weighhted
allocation
n gives the folllowing graph
hs:

7

A famouss result from Markowitz’s
M
“P
Portfolio Selecttion,” (1952).
The rangee of offered po
ortfolio risks may
m be in itself significant, givven the misconnception that loong maturity, uunrated
revenue-bo
onds are inhereently risky inveestments. Hamlin’s credit anaalysis and markket research reduces portfolioo risk
to a range that
t not only provides portfollios for the hig
gh-risk investorr but also coveers a risk-rangee comparable too
those offerred by index co
omposites.
9
,
Letting
, denote the exp
pected (averag
ge) return from an investmentt , the expected (average) retturn
8

from the riisk-free investm
ment, and stand
dard deviation of the investm
ment :

=

In both daata sets, Hamllin’s composiite portfolios have the absoolutely highesst Sharpe Rattios along the
spectrum of bond/stock
k allocations (however mo
odest the diffeerence is for thhe 5-year annnualized).
However,, the more sig
gnificant resullt of the abovee analysis is tthe differencee between Ham
mlin’s Sharpee
Ratios and
d the composite market ind
dices’ Sharpee Ratios for eaach risk level. This differennce increasess as
investors take on riskieer allocations – a risk prem
mium for takinng on more risk. The smalller range of
possible Sharpe
S
Ratioss displays the consistency of
o Hamlin’s rrisk-adjusted rreturns acrosss all allocations
and risk-levels.
xtend this MV
VF analysis to
o demonstratee the robustneess of Hamlinn’s income-orriented investm
ment
We can ex
strategy reelative to marrket portfolio strategies. Reecall that totaal return is thee sum of the iincome returnn and
principal return.
r
Just ass Markowitz’s MPT is used to decide alllocations bettween two asssets of differeent
risk-return
n profiles, wee can extend this
t frameworrk to understaanding a concceptual choicee between retuurn
and risk from
fr
income capture
c
and prrincipal appreeciation. Insteead of breakinng up a portfoolio into its
constituen
nt assets, we break
b
it up intto its constitu
uent return-geenerating com
mponents. Thoough an invesstor in
reality can
nnot choose between
b
allocations of inco
ome return annd principal apppreciation reeturn, he or shhe
can choosse between high-income an
nd low-incom
me investmentt strategies. Thhis choice jusstifies using thhe
MPT fram
mework. For Hamlin’s
H
Equ
uity Portfolio,, yield from thhe preceding quarter was uused as a proxxy for
income reeturns while th
he remaining unexplained total portfoli o return was a proxy for principal
appreciatiion. This dataa gave the dessired MVF.
This conccept is solidifiied in graphin
ng the risk of every portfollio along the M
MVF against that portfolioo’s
Sharpe Raatio:

Note: Triang
gles denote histo
orical Sharpe Raatios for the giveen benchmarks oover the same tim
me period as HCM
M Equities data.

ower risk corrrespond to a higher
h
allocattion of incom
me; similarly, tthose with higgher
Here, porttfolios with lo
risk correspond to a hig
gher allocatio
on of principaal appreciationn. At all incom
me allocationns between 0%
% and
t portfolio fraction of inncome rises10. The dramaticc increase in
96%, the Sharpe Ratioss increase as the
ome highlightts the gravitattional pull of income in
Sharpe Raatio as one alllocates more return to inco
reducing risk,
r
confirmiing the adage – income sm
mooth returns. Although thhere are realisstic structural
limitation
ns on how much income veersus principaal appreciationn an investor can ‘choose,’’ the point is still
relevant – historically, the more inco
ome, the betteer risk-adjustted returns. Thhis follows frrom Hamlin’ss goal
to seek a stable
s
stream of cash incom
me to compou
und at rates thhat is at least twice that fouund in the S&
&P500
index. Furrthermore, thee lack of corrrelation betweeen Hamlin’s Equity Portfo
folio quarterlyy yield (our prroxy
for incom
me) and interesst rates furtheer exemplifiess the lower voolatility and hhigher Sharpe Ratio11.
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The sligh
ht dip (though difficult to seee in the graph above)
a
in the 966%-100% rangge is explainedd by the strong
negative co
ovariance betw
ween income an
nd principal appreciation. Thee dip suggests that a small am
mount of
diversification may lowerr total portfolio
o risk.
11
The corrrelation betweeen Hamlin’s Eq
quity Portfolio yield and the 110-year Treasuury yield was .0066 for the tim
me
period 12/3
31/00 – 3/31/13. This correlaation is statisticcally insignificaant at p=.05 (an
and higher signnificance levelss as
well).

Summary
We illustrated within the Minimum Variance Frontiers that Hamlin’s high income active management
style achieved enhanced risk-adjusted return profiles versus the composite market portfolios. The rolling
3-year and 5-year weighted allocation composites between Hamlin’s two strategies, high dividend
equities and high yield tax-exempt bonds, showed that investors were compensated with higher risk
premiums relative to market portfolios. Furthermore, although Hamlin’s bond strategy offers higher riskadjusted returns, Hamlin’s equity strategy compensates investors with higher total returns for taking on
more volatility. Our data show that Hamlin’s active management strategies outperformed the market
portfolios on a rolling 3-year and 5-year horizon and support the thesis that markets are not necessarily
efficient.
We believe that the trends above stand as a testament to the power of high-income oriented investment
strategies. Hamlin’s emphasis on dividend-paying stocks and longer-term high yield tax-exempt bonds
demonstrates our commitment to this investment philosophy.

***********************************************************************
This document is provided for information purposes only and does not pertain to any equity security or bond product or service and is not an
offer or solicitation of an offer to buy or sell any product or service. Unless otherwise stated, all information and opinion contained in this
publication were produced by Hamlin Capital Management, LLC (“HCM”) and other sources believed by HCM to be accurate and reliable.
Any projections, targets, or estimates in this report are forward looking statements and are based on HCM’s research, analysis, opinions, and
assumptions made by HCM. Due to rapidly changing market conditions and the complexity of investment decisions, supplemental information
and other sources may be required to make informed investment decisions based on your individual investment objectives and suitability
specifications. All expressions of opinions are subject to change without notice. Clients should seek financial advice regarding the
appropriateness of investing in any security or investment strategy discussed or recommended in this report.
Past performance does not guarantee future performance. Results are based on fully discretionary accounts under management, including
those accounts no longer with the firm. Composite performance is presented net of foreign withholding taxes, where applicable. Returns are
presented net of custodial and management fees and include the reinvestment of all income. Net of fee performance was calculated using
actual management fees. The management fee schedule is as follows: 1.00% on all assets. Actual investment advisory fees incurred by clients
may vary. The returns for an individual client will vary depending on, among other things, the date of such client’s investment.
The Equity Only Composite consists of fully discretionary accounts that are comprised of any amount of common stocks and cash. There is no
minimum amount or time period to be included in the composite. The Bond Only Composite consists of fully discretionary bond only accounts
that are comprised of any amount of bonds and cash. There is a 1 year waiting period to be included in the composite. There is no minimum
amount.
Information about indices is provided to allow for comparison of the performance of the composites to that of certain well-known and widely
recognized indices. There is no representation that such index is an appropriate benchmark for such comparison. You cannot invest directly in
an index, which also does not take into account trading commissions and costs. The volatility of indices may be materially different from the
performance of the composites. In addition, HCM’s recommendations may differ significantly from the securities that comprise the indices.

